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THIN END OF KNAVERY
last vote in India's fourth general election has been cast, and by
the time these lines appear the votes will have been counted and
the results known.
Despite
the officially promoted
forebodings
and
On Other Pages
numerous provocations
by so-called volunteer
corps of the ruling party,
the election has, by and large, passed off peacefully.
The elaborate police
DELHI LETTER
arrangements
that were made all over the country and the threat to draft
CUL-DE-SAC?
the army whenever necessary have proved unwarranted.
In five of the
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A
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States,
including
West
Bengal,
which
has
in
New
Delhi's
reckoning
a
4
CORRESPONDENT
CALCUTTA
DIARY
notoriety for political turbulence,
the polling was over in a day. This
KAJAL SF.N
5
would not have been possible if the Opposition
parties had not put the
THE PATNA SCENE
lid on any exuberant expression of popular feelings against two decades
RAMESH UPADHYAYA
6
of Congress misrule, though a general election is, and should be, an
COMMENTS
7
occasion for such unburdening.
Nor would
the Election
Commission
A POINT OF VIEW
By A CORRESPONDE T
7
have countenanced
proposals for one-day poll if it did not consider official
THE MAN WHO WOULD
propaganda
unworthy of attention.
The Congress, on the other hand,
BE GOD
can hardly lay claim to any peaceability;
apart from the misbehaviour
By A CORRESPONDENT
9
of
its
quality
rough
parading
under
innocuous
names (some of whom are
THE FRE TCH ELECTIONS
being paid back in their own coin at some places), the air-dropping
N. K. CHANDRA
10
CHIr A AND OUR
of thousands of Congress ·leaftets in Orissa with a portrait of the Prime
MANDARINS
Minister with a plastered nose was an act of gross provocation.
It was also
'MONITOR
14
a defamatory insinuation,
for the hand that hurled the stone at BhubaTHE PRESS
neswar has not yet been identified and an inquiry is supposed to be in
PRE-POLL MUSINGS
18
the offing.
A CHILD ARTIST
By AN ART CRITIC.
19
It will be a mistake to regard the official canard against the OpposiSUHRlD GOSHTHI:
A
tion as fooljsh misapprehension
of the situation.
It is a piece of blatant
VISITING
TROUPE
knavery whose purpose may be known in the course of the next few weeks.
By A DRAMA CRITIC..
21
To pay its quinquennial
obeisance to the rickety democracy by which it
DRAMATICS
AT THE
swears, the Congress party had to take some reluctant
steps in the past
UNIVERSITY
By A DRAMA CRITIC ..
21
few months.
It had to release the detenus, restrict the operation of the
LETTERS
22
repressive laws, and apply the Defence of India Rules less indiscriminately,
though it. obstinately
turned down all suggestions for the lifting of the
Emergency.
But such regressive measures
are part of the democratic
EDITOR: SAMAR SEN.
PRI,'TED
llY
framework that the Congress has built, and it will be an unmerited
HIM
AT
MODERN
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PRESS,
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SQUARE,
tribute to the party to concede that its liberal hour will continue indefiCALCUTTA-13 AND PUBLISHED BY HIM
nitely.
If the party is returned
to power, it will not need for another
FOR NATION TRUST FROM 54 GANESH
CHUNDER AVENUE, CALCUTTA-13.
five years any democratic. pretensions;
nor will it have to appear in the
TELEPHONE: 24-5713.
unaccustomed
role of a lady bountiful
to its employees and the public
Subscription
r.
in general. (Whether
the country has passed through its last general elec(INLAND)
\~ ·lOn
or not, 'the time has certainly come for the Congress for several quick
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rule 0 terror.
Despite peaceful polling,
the mischievous
propaganda
By Air Mail
.iliout oppositIon
intentions has not been lifted.
The Centre is reported
Rs. 104 or 13 dollar.
to have alerted the State Governments
that the days of vigil are not over
Europe
Rs. 72 or 9 dollar
and a much greater threat to law and order looms ahead.) A m09icum of
Asia
America
Rs. 152 or 19 dollar
honesty would have prevented the Government
from raising such a false
alarm so soon after one ghost has been- laid.
But a Government
habiRy Surface Mnil
tuated to act according to expediency alone can have little use for qualms·.
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NOW
, Of far greater importance
to it is to
restrain
the Opposition,
which in
any event, will return
with added
strength in some of the legislatures at
least, if not all. The vile net is being spread to put the incortvenient

out of the way, so that
gress is again installed
may pay back in tyranny
wrested from the people
ing their credulity
and
far less reputable.

if the Conin power, it
what it has
by exploitby methods
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T HISduringissue theof Now
goes to press
brief twilight
between the polling and the results of
what in the gloomy prognostication
of many would be the last free elections in the country.
To the optimist
who refuses to believe that Indian
democracy could die so quickly, it
has entered an evolutionary
cul-desac.
I t is too late to sum up the trends
leading to the elections and pointless to attempt a forecast of the results. The chickens would have been
hatched when this issue of Now hits
the news stands but whatever
the
complexion of the chickens, the qualitative outcome of the elections is not
in doubt.
This is where political
bookies and pollsters agree and the
few who think all is well with Indian
democracy can live in their own raradise. The built-in absurdities 0 the
electoral system might lead to grotesque distortions in the result when
it comes to the number of seats won.
But when the vote is analysed next
week, it would be clear that the
right has effected a major breakthrough.
The uneven Congress victories would be disproportionate
to
the electoral support. the party really
has and whatever its intent, the electorate's verdier would be perverse in
result.
The myth of a Congress
"Left" would have died before the
week is out and that perhaps would
be the only redeeming feature of the
elections.
The right breakthrough
was long
expected and long aided by forces outside the country.
In 'Vashington's
strategy equation, the best guarantee
of the "American Century" is an extreme rightist swing in India in view
of its geopolitical
importance.
.From the frozen immobilisme of
New Delhi these three weeks, the stray
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reports from the States made a sombre
pattern.
In Kerala, Congress leaders
have been telling corresp ndents in
private that if the Congress gets one
seat more than the Left Communists,
it would insist on its right to attempt
a ministry
formation
as the single
largest party.
1£ it fails to form one,
it would see to it that the Assembly
is dissolved. The fact that the sevenparty United Front might have a clear
majority would make no difference to
the Congress as long as the Left Communists do not emerge as the first
party.
Perhaps it would be correct
to expect similar attempts at subversion of democracy in States where the
Congress
does not get a majority
but would constitute the single largest party.
There would be other threats to
parliamentary
democracy
and continuing skirmishes between States and
the Centre.
The immediate interest
now is in the shape of the Government to come at the Centre.
And the
King Cobras will be here in a few
days to fight it out.
The man to
watch most is Mr Atulya Ghosh this
time-if
Bankura at all returns the
man with dark glasses. Some of his
pronouncements
have been mystifying and exasperating.
His now famous categories of the States into five
groups for purposes of Congress election chances must have infuriated
Mr Kamaraj.
It certainly does not
add to the Congress President's happiness to be told that the Congress
would nearly lose his home State.
Mr Atulya Ghosh is generous enough
to say that about his own West Bengal. But that should make np difference to Mr Kamaraj's
discomfiture.
The Puri Jagatguru's
charge
against Mr Atulya Ghosh and Mr S.
K. Patil in connection with the November 7 sadhu rampage might affect
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The coterie ".at does, the political
assessments for the Prime Minister
thinks that Mr Atulya Ghosh's repeated reiteration
of support for Mrs
Gandhi as the next Prime Minister
would impair her chances. In January 1966, Mr Ghosh was opposed to
Mrs Gandhi's election until the last
stage of he rat race. He opposed
Mr Kamaraj's move, which had the
backing
of Mr D. P. Mishra and
eight other Chief Ministers, to make
Mrs Gandhi
the official candidate
against Mr Morarji Desai.
This
time, Mr Atulya Ghosh's
efforts seem directed
against Mr
Kamaraj and Mr D. P. Mishra. By
repeatedly 'announcing his support for
Mrs Indira Gandhi, Mr Ghosh wants
to st.all Mr Kamaraj, whom the Morarji Desai group and some others
want to replace Mrs Gandhi. Mr N.
Sanjiva Reddy, Mr K. B. Sahay and The Unh
Mr
ijalingappa
are also likely to
When
back such a move. Mr Ghosh, Mr gins its
Patil and Mr Sukhadia want to pre- B. M. 11
vent this.
The shadow-boxing- be· GovernIJI
tween Mr Ghosh and Mr Patil is not style. T
being taken seriously in Tew Delhi. publ~cati
In fact, there appears to be a l1l0\e mqUIry 1
by Mr Ghosh and Patil to find a would n
third candidate against Mr Kamara' summary
and Mrs Gandhi.
Mr Ghosh ma port, Ge
not promote Mr Desai as the thir have wri
candidate but Mr Patil would be th political
likely choice, if the leaders from ;\I
debacle ~
sore and Andhra Pradesh would su to dema
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mmitted votes. There would be
rleast 50 newcomers in the Congress
arliamentary Party and shortly, in
April, there would be by-elections for
over a dozen seats in the Lok Sabha.
Some Rajya Sabha members would
ave been elected to the Lok Sabha
or the State Assemblies.
But the election schedule would
depend not on the likes and dislikes
of the two groups, but on Mr Kamaraj's own calculation of what is good
for him. A clash between the High
Command and the Congress Parliamentary Party leader is indicated.
Mrs Gandhi knows that her reelection would largely depend upon
Southern votes again.
The Congress
strength from the Hindi midlands
wfJuld be reduced.
So Mr Subramaniam, an important man in Mrs Gandhi's "kitchen cabinet" would soon be
trying to restore the long broken dialogue between Mrs Gandhi and Mr
Kamaraj.

The Untold Story
When the lame duck session begins its last limp next month, Gen.
B. M. Kaul's book would put the
Government in the grill, barbecuestyle. The demand would be for the
publication of the Henderson-Brooks
Inquiry report which the Government
would not dare release in full or in
summary. In his preface to the report, Gen. Chaudhuri
is believed to
have written a strong attack on the
political leadership
for the NEFA
debacle and someone would do well
to demand
release of the preface
even if the report itself is not coming.
The Government has to take action
against Gen. Kaul now but before
that, it would have to serve a showcause notice on Gen. Chaudhuri
for
his indiscretion.
Both these au thors
Iaim Mr Nehru's permission for what
they did but that does not take them
out of the reach of the Army Act and
the rules. The at.tack on Gen. Kaul's
oak carried by a Calcutta daily gives
way the writer's identity.
While
ttacking Gen. Kaul, this ano mollS
Military Observer" fails to cover up
the fact he was part of the NEF A
ommand during the operations and
ets slip some information
not conlained in Gen. Kaul's book.
The
lame duck. session would be too short
for racket-busting
but long enough
or the out,going MPs to
ve the last
augh at the Governm
" on the
IEFA bungling.
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of life in a dead people.
A large ,
section of the middle class, which in
the last three elections did not cast
its vote owing to indifference mOre
KAJAL
SEN
than anything
else, came to realise
the importance
a' single vote has.
great event is over. Votes
Fed up with Congress rule the midhave been cast, ballot boxes
dle-class wage-earner
knows that to
sealed and in a day or two the peoend it he must exercise his franchise.
ple will have a fair idea of what the
And on Sunday he did so with a rare
new masters would look like.
sincerity.
It was an unusually quiet city in
But if the electorate
displayed
which people woke up on Sunday,
, more sense and discipline, one could
February 19. No slogans, no micronot say the same for some opposition
phones; even the dogs in my locality
parties.
At least in one North Calseemed half inclined not to bark too
cutta constituency one party had carloud, awed by the importance
of the
ried on a whisper campaign till late
voter look which many an adult bore.
into Saturday night that the rival
And except for a few ripples here
candidate of the other leftist alliance
and there, the silence continued unhad decided
not to contest.
The
til one hardly knew when it had
solitary
poster
in
South
Calcutta
struck 4.30.
which spoke of the Marxist CommuIn fact it wasn't at all what one
nists welcoming the Chinese Cultural
expected from this city. Where were
Revolution
was also, one learnt, the
the crackers,
the bombs?
Knives
handicraft
of some wise guys in the
have, of course, become outmoded
other camp.
but what about the. knuckledusters?
Going round the city on election
I distinctly remember the latter weaday, one had another disquieting senpon being used generously in the last
sation.
This was provided
by the
election.
This time it was orderly,
peaceful.
Jan Sangh.
The party contested nine
Polling was heavy. From early in
city seats (it set-up candidates in 58
the morning people joined the queues
all over the State) , and wherever one
in front of booths, queues which
went in North and Central Calcutta
stayed long and winding till well
one bumped into the yellow flags,
past midday.
On an aver,age almost
caps and the well-known
lamp, the
all constituencies
are reported
to
symbol of Hindu
revivalists.
Inshave seen over 70 per cent voting.
tantly one was reminded of the RSS
A fact which does not always go in
rally on the Maidan
sometime ago,
favour of the Congress which norwhich was addressed by the militant
mally banks to a great extent on the
Mr Golwalkar.
Visions of ~adhus
floating votes. Also remarkable
was
running
amok in New Delhi were
the spontaneous
response
from the
revived and suddenly one almost saw
people.
Unlike
previous
occasions,
in the seemingly innocent
faces of
volunteers
had very little to do to
party volunteers eyes not so innocent,
bring voters to the booth.
In the
eyes that seemed to speak of a steady
city and suburbs they generally came
and dangerous
infilt.ration
into the
on. their own without waiting for the
State's political life.
partymen to come and fetch them in
Complaints
w~
received
from
lorries and rickshaws.
several
booths
th!i:
the
marking
ink
This indicates a growing
awarewas not quite indelible and m tact
,ness of the value of the vote cast.
WIth a little eftort could even be
The average voter whether
in the
ruboed off. Nothmg, however, could
villages or in the ci ty has become
De done and in places polling had to
much more conscious today of tbe
be suspended often for hours at a
fact that his vote might bring a big
stretch
before a working
arrangechange in his way of life. Overment could be reached.
The Chief
powered by the numerous problems,
Electoral Officer said he was helpless
he is only eager to have a little ray
as the ink had come [rom a specified
of hope.
The vote to him is almost
a magic formula
which may help
firm in Mysore and could not be subbring the ray, if cast for the proper
stituted without orders from Delhi.
person. Not very political, one might
One wonders if there is a, New Delhi
say, but it is nevertheless a heartentale of tenders, contracts and money,
ing attitude as it shows the first signs
much money, involved in all this.
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The Patna Scene
RAMESH

THEinfourth
general elections
Bihar on February

began
16 in
som'e of the key constituencies
where
Congress VIPs are locked in a grim
battle for survival with the opposition.
Polling
was on the whole
peaceful despite fears of disturbances
engendered largely by the widespread
wave of violence and agitation which
swept the State on election eve. Only
in three booths in P<\lna South, the
constituency
of th -Public
Works
Minister, Mr L. Singh Yadav, polling
had to be suspended following a clash
between two rival groups.
N ever before since independence
had the State known such an acute
phase of agitational politics and never
before the Congress had faced such a
determined
and bellicose opposition
as during the present elections.
In
the Patna West Assembly constituency where the State's most controversial man, the Chief Minister, Mr K.
B. Sahay, faced the greatest challenge
of his political career from Mr Mahamaya Prasad Sinha, former Presi.dent
of the Pradesh Congress Committee
and now President of the J ana Kranti dal, the election
campaign
had
never been so hectic and the people's
identification
with either of the two
camps ss...complete. After the heaviest
ever polling
in this constituencythere was an unending stream of voters right from early morning till the
deadline in the evening with over 70
per cent of the total votes polledthe whole State was throbbing
with
speculation
on the outcome of this
epic contest. The fact that the Chief
Minister also sought election
from
the "comparatively
safe" constituency
of Hazaribagh
Sadar which went to
the polls on February
21 detracted
nothing
from
the importance
of
Patna West which continued
to be
the focal point of public interest.
Here evidently it was not a clash of
parties but individuals.
The Jana
Kranti Dal which Mr Sinha represented was not a party but at best only
an amalgam of some disgruntled Congressmen.
Its leader had the support
of the opposition parties in his contest with the Chief Minister because
of his personal stature and also because of a belief that he alone could
give a really tough fight to the lat-

UPADHYAYA

ter. Thus willy nilly Mr Sinha became Mr Ajoy Mukherjee's
counterpart in Bihar, although there is hardly
anything common between him and
his colleagues
as also between
the
J ana Kranti Dal and the BangIa Congress.
~
The Raja of Ramgarh, Mr K. N.
Singh, who constitutes the brain and
financial backbone of the J ana Kranti Dal, is the very antithesis of Mr
Sinha and one who believes in anything but a revolutionary
people's
party. The Congress which he joined
for a brief period with the help of his
kinsman, Mr Dinesh Singh, Minister
of State in the External Affairs Ministry, was perhaps a congenial party
for him, but he left it having failed
to find a comfortable berth for himself and his followers.
Only 11 out
of his 47 followers got party tickets.
The contest in Patna West 'had,
therefore,
a peculiar
character,
as
also the contest in Nabinagar
and
]alalpur
where the Raja was pitted
against the Education Minister, Mr S.
N. Sinha. Besides cutting across party
lines, these contests exposed the bitter internecine
fueds in the State
Congress.
None had' any illusions
whatsoever
about the Jana
Kranti
Dal which,
an Opposition
leader
pointed out the other day, had set
up its candidates even in constituencies which
had
been Opposition
strongholds
for the last ten years.
The polarisation
of forces in Patna
West was also revealing
in many
other ways. The rival groups of the
Chief Minister in the State Congress
were actively, albeit tacitly, helping
his opponent, Mr Sinha.
Largely as
a result of this criss-crossing of political objectives, the people who would
have ordinarily voted Congress-and
it is assumed that they did for the
Congress
Lok
Sabha
candidatevoted against the Congress
in the
Patna West Assembly constituency.
It was the same story in Barhara, the
seat of the Finance Minister, Mr A.
S. Singh, who spearheaded
the dissident opposition against the Chief Minister in the Pradesh Congress Election Committee.
Mr Sjngh's rival received considerable underground
support and assistance from the Chief
Minister's camp.

The Educati
i Minister's constituency, ]alalpur
as, however, next in
importance o'
to Patna West. The
contest then'
ad acquired a certain
glamour bec se the Education Minister is a serious candidate for the
leadership of the party. Here too it
was basically a conflict between personalities rather
than parties. The
electorate-at
least a sizeable chunk
of it-voted
not for the Congress or
the Jana Kranti Dal as such but for
Mr S. N Sinha or the Raja of Ramgarh who, it may be mentioned, hails
from the Rajput
caste (in Patna
West both the Chief Minister and Mr
M. P. Sinha belong to the same
caste, namely,
Kayastha).
But in
Nabinagar
there
was, besides the
Education Minister and the Raja of
Ramgarh, a third contestant to be
reckoned
with, namely, Mr M. P.
Akela, a Right Communist candidate
with considerable following. The two
Congress leaders who had the smooth·
est sail in the elections were the former Chief Minister, Pandit B. N. Jha,
and the Irrigation
Minister, Mr M.
P. Sinha. They had the advantage of
solid caste votes and weak opponents.
Even as it was, the Congress was
losing the Monghyr Lok Sabha seat
to its sitting member, Mr Madhu
Limaye (SSP), but the murderous assault on him barely three days before the elections, if anything, further
bettered
his prospects.
Mr Limaye
said that a Union Minister against
whom he had asked questions in Par·
liament in regard to an import per·
mit for polythene yarn was respon·
sible for the assault.
Mrs Limaye
has wired to the President that her
husband's life was still· in danger and
no steps were being taken by the
local officials to trace the assailants.
From the election trends it is evi·
dent. that even if the Congress secures
a pyrrhic victory in the State things
would never be quite the same for it
here.
he drought situation, if am·
thing, is worse with the failure of
the paddy and now the spring rabi
crops.
Already
the countryside is
buzzing with rumours that the sup'
ply of rationed wheat would be su~
pended after the elections.
February 19, 1967
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By Night

The Shadows of Peking
When we asked a pragmatic and
shrewd Congress politician last year
whether there would be trouble in
our borders with China and Pakistan
on the eve of the elections, he said
ruefully that February would be too
cold 'for the Chinese to do anything
in the Himalayas';
as for Pakistan,
the Tashkent agreement, blessed by
both johnson and Kosygin, would
'lct as a buffer wall.
There has been no trouble, indeed,
except the Cessna incident. With the
aid-giving season on, Rawalpindi and
New Delhi are even talking of an
exchange of wrrespondents.
The agitation in East Pakistan. for autonomy
is too mute at the moment to encourage the forces of progress here;
and there is little communalism left
there for reactionary parties to exploit it in India. These have fallen
back on the go-mata. In a way they
are "go"-getters, and in large parts
of the country, ardent Hindus talked
in their election propaganda
about
three mothers-the
natural mother
the go-mata and Bharat-mata.
Th~
response in the Hindi belt must have
been warm.
But the point is, peopIe who do not mind eating beef had
not had their heads chopped off.
The big question mark was China.
There has been no clash of arms, but
China is very much present in this
country, thanks to the Press. The
cultural revolution
and the sharp,
shrill row between Moscow and Peking have been consuming columns of
space in the papers. Confusion about
China is compounded every day. The
japanese Press, about 'which people
cared so little till the other day,
seems to have won its biggest victory
against the whites since 1905. The
papers and politicians here were quick
to draw and point out the moral of
it all-that
socialism has been a dismal failure, that a ravinO' old man
has brought his country t3 ruin, and
~hat C:0mmunists of the left variety
III thIS country
have similar, sinister
designs. If brought to power by the
popular vote, they might not, for insstance, allow youngsters in drainpipes
to twist on lorries laden with idols of
Durga or Saraswati, and thereby deal
a mortal blow to ancient Indian culture. They are sure to ban Orient
By Night or even Dr Zhivago.
FEBRUARY

24, 1967

The Chinese have come in very
handy, indeed. A contemporary published a poster which said that the
Left CPI sought the popular vote because it wanted
to introduce
the
Chinese cultural revolution into India
and to fight Russion revisionism.
It
was, tpointed out by the leadership
that it had issued no such poster. In
the meantime some harm was donea man calling himself Communist
wrote an impassioned letter to the
editor of the paper concerned that
he would have no truck with Communism and urged every intelligent
and sensible Indian
to fight "this
great terror that has begun to threaten this land from across the Himalayas". One vote less for the left.
Newspapers also joined the battle
against Menon. Sudhir Ghosh-now
dead-who
quoted
the illustrious
dead, who could neither deny nor
confirm, had had long excerpts from
his yet unpublished
book printed in
a leading daily. Thanks
to him,
we all know how foolish Nehru
and Menon were about the Americans and how right Sudhir Ghosh
was. In view of this hindsight,
the declaration by Izvestia that the result of the battle for North Bombay
will show which way India will take,
perhaps did not influence the minds
of intelligent and sensible Indians in
Bombay. However, as a shrewd correspondent of a paper, when asked
to make an election forecast, said,
"results will show".
China again.
The "persecution"
of Muslims there caused deep concern to All India Radio, some Muslim organisations, and of course, all
right-thinking
Hindus of the Congress and their
camp
followers.
I-hank God, public memory is short,
1so far as matters in this country are
concerned.
-what about Vietnam and our elections ? 1he war ot extermmation
there, it seems, had little visible effect
on the electorate.
Perhaps only the
villagers who were all smiles when
they were uprooted from their homes
in the MilO Hills and danced and
sang .t:heir way to the neighbourhood
of Aljal, had some uneasy thoughts
abou' 'strategic hamlets'.
Only 31
~)Utof 1O.0~O vo~~~ went to the polllEg booth m AIJal tow!!:

A Point Of View
A correspondent writes:
The

General

Elections

1967

are

very different from earlier ones. In
1952, 1957 and 1962, the Congress, as
this writer
pointed
out earlier,
launched its ~lection campaign 011 the
basis of a Five Year Plan. For the
first time in post-independence India,
the Congress faces a general election
without a Plan. Even more significant, it is the first general election
that the Congress will fight without
jawaharlal Nehru.
These two facts would by themselves have dimmed Congress hopes of
victory.
The total. failure of the
Third Five Year Plan, devaluation
and the fall in the quality of Congress leadership have added to its
troubles.
The result is disarray and
the disintegration of the Congress before our very eyes. In every State of
the Indian Union, large numbers of
devoted and well-known Congressmen
have left the organisation.
Honesty,
intelligence and education are at a
discount with the present Congress
bosses. Idealism and yo~th are also
frowned upon.
A Congress Minister
from Mysore has ruefully declared
that the present-day Congress is no
place for intellectuals or the young.
The result is almost certain defeat
for the Congress in a number of
States. Congress defeat has been predicted in five States-Kerala,
Orissa,
West Bengal, Madhya Pradesh and
Rajasthan.
The Congress position
is
precarious
also
in
Madras,
U.P., Bihar, Orissa and Gujarat.
There
is perhaps
no better
evidence of the inner weakness of the
Congress than that all the three
States which hope to provide the next
Prime Minister of India are doubtful areas from-the Congress point of
view. Mr S. K.Patil and Mr Chavan
are the only contenders-they
are yet
on the sidelines and have not entered
the arena-who
seem to have a strong
home base, but appearance may be
illusory.
•
February 24 will give the answer
whether
there will be a peaceful
transfer of power in India.
The decay of the Congress has made it an
instrument unfit to rule. In the few
States where the Congress may win,
the result may well be chaos and the
breakdown of the rule of law. Congressmen of course still declare that
they alone can govern, but their
claims are today taken by the public,
not with a .pinch but a ton of salt.
Even at the Centre, Congress rule is
no longer a certainty.
Even if the
Congress forms the government
in

7
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~pril, the indications
are that a
broadbased national government will
take over there before the budget of
1968.
In West Bengal, the situation has
considerably improved in the last two
weeks. The two fronts are nQ longer
fighting one another as bitterly as before. Even Mr Jyoti Basu and his
friends are, though late, talking of a
broadbased
Government
after the
elections.
What will be the picture like in
West Bengal?
Mr Kabir,
of the
BangIa Congress, predicts that Congress strength in the State will not
go beyond
two figures.
Dr Ghosh
thinks the C~gress
will win up to
120 seats but will certainly be in a
minority and unable to form a government.
The
situation
offers a
great challenge to the opposition parties and the common man hopes they
will rise to it.
The People's Front has prescribed
a three-point
basic programme
for
the new Government
that will be
formed after the elections.
Corruption must be rooted out. If the Chief
Minister and his colleagues are honest and able, the administration
will
be clean.
The second point in the
basic programme
is the supply of
food to the people at reasonable rates.
In spite of Government
statistics,
it
is doubtful if there is any grave shortage of foodgrains.
Any amount
of
rice or wheat of any quality is available if one is prepared to pay the
price.
What is short is not foodgrains, but honesty and administrative efficiency.
The third point is
the provision
of employment.
The
problem of unemploymenJ
cannot be
solved fully without far-reaching
social changes over many years but the
problem can be reduced to managable proportions
by shifting the emphasis in Five Year Plans from increase of agriculture
and/or industry
to increase of employment opportunities. Many of the social ills of today
are due to the loss of hope among the
young. When educated, semi-educated and uneducated
young men and
women are reduced to forced idle"ness, is it surprising that there should
be signs of disintegration
on all sides?
Tagore used to say that man can sur·
vive the loss of almost everything else
but not the loss of hope.
February
24 will decide whether
there will be ordered
progress
in
West Bengal or again a period of disenchantment,
despair and frustation.

8

Congress defeat is certain bu t this is
not enough. If the People's Front can
form a Government
on the basis of
the three points indicated above and
persuade leaders of the Left Front to
join the Ministry, it will render
a
great service to the people of West
Bengal.
After
the present
nearanarchy has been removed, there will
be time for long-range debate on ideology and basic programmes for total
reconstruction
of society.
(This election-eve
forecast, which
could not be published last week may
still be of some interest as all the results are not yet out) .

Educagents
Espionage was a many-splendoured
thing, patriotic
and all that, until
Graham Greene, John Le Carre and
some others brought out the murky
side of the business.
There is every
reason to think
that almost every
country in the world today has a vast
apparatus
for the purpose of spying
on its possibly or potentially
unfriendly neighbours;
but the Central
Intelligence
Agency of the USA has
to date displayed a degree of malevolence that the worst cynics had not
thought likely.
In the so-called "free
world" a cry goes up if a police force
ever enters a university campus. The
police are usuallY in uniform
and
can be spotted.
The
Washington
Post~ and not Pravda or the PeoPle's
Daily News, has now let it out that
the CIA has been operating in most
universities
in the USA and educational foundations
working abroad.
More details have come to the surface revealing
that the CIA paid
special attention
to the underdeveloped countries, and three Indian organizations
of students
have been
named.
To improve
matters,
Mr
Allen Dulles, the former head of the
CIA, has let himself be on record
with" the statement that the CIA has
operated in every education"al organisation and got "what
it wanted".
The word apparently
is "information".
It is not surprising
that the CIA
has kept a watch on what goes on in
universities
and other
educational
institutions;
the more distressing part
of the business is that the latter have
willingly placed themselves at the disposal of the CIA at home and abroad.
In the complex world we live in,
many are informers
without
their
knowing it. The best detectives say

their best agents are unpaid and
unknowing.
The CIA's operation
seems far more extensive; and there
is good reason to believe that, on the
side of the educators, there was more
than
connivance
involved.
There
was complicity.
India does well to take serious note
of the recent disclosures by the Washington Post on the CIA because there
is no certain evidence yet that the
Indo-US
Educational
Foundation
hatched by President
Johnson and
Mrs Indira Gandhi during her last
visit to Washington
is really dead. It
has certainly not been publicly buri·
ed. Spies have to wear many guises;
but when they come in the shape of
teachers the unwary young are the
first victims; and India owes it to herself to make sure that pollution of
the academic air in the country is not
hastened
or
accelerated.
Already
there are many organizations, Loreleis in dons' gown, to tempe our tea·
chers with fellowships
of dubious
academic interest but, their wives remind them, the grants are profitable,
more so after devaluation.
To let
the USA control our education is to
let the CIA run our country.
The CIA appears to have invaded
the U.S. trade union movement too,
not surprisingly, for espionage carries
with it something much more than
Parkinson's
Law could conceive of.
Curiosity feeds upon itself; Dulle es
and Rhola
Maliks
multiply.
Mrs
Indira Gandhi must be singularly ill
informed if she does not know the
extent to which her own freedom of
action is restricted by the spying ap·
paratus she has inherited.
A good
part of the machinery never worked
against any enemy, real or imaginary;
but only against the politicians them·
selves. Teachers
and students too
will find themselves prisoners in the
same hands if they let the CIA enter
the campus-in
the USA and else·
where.

Was Oswald Alone?
Shortly after the Warren Commission had reported on the Kennedy
assassination, a poll taken of public
opinion on the report showed that
31 per cen t of Americans believed
that Oswald had accomplices and
that less than half the people believ·
ed the Comission had told the full
story.
The number of doubters is
much larger today, thanks to books
like Rush To Judgment by Mark
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Lane and Inquest by Epstein. With
the statement by the New Orleans
District Attorney that he had reasons
to believe that other people besides
Oswald were involved in the Dallas
shooting, the demand for a reopening of the enquiry would be difficult
to resist.
The crucial question
that both
Mark Lane and Epstein-and
others
-had raised-the
former sensatIonally and the latter analytically-was_
whether there was another assassin besides Oswald. It was alleged that another man had been seen "hanging
out" another sixth floor window of
the building from which Oswald had
fired the shots. Mark Lane believed
in witnesses' stories of a second assassin, firing not from the building but
from a knoll towards which the Kennedy motorcade was approaching and
there was much controversy over the
nature of the wound.
Epstein also
quoted hearsay reports that Oswald
was a FBI agent. A long and masterly report in the U.S. magazine The
Minority of One by a woman who
is analysing the Warren report in
meticulous detail makes one wonder
why the American State Department
and the Intelligence agencies were so
kind to Oswald in the matter of granting passports and visas in spite of the_
fact that he had worked for the Russians in the Soviet Union.
New witnesses, if another enquiry
is ordered, will have reasons to be
nervous. It is stated that over 14
people who could have shed more
light on the Kennedy murder vanished into limbo in mysterious circumstances. The reason the Warren Commission rushed to judgment was that
the report had to be published beore the presidential election in 1964.
With another presidential
election
ue next year, it is doubtful whether
murder will out.

he Man Who
ould Be God
correspondent writes:
WHEN
Dr Haakon
Chevalier
chose this title for a novel
hich had clearly been inspired by
e extraordinary career of his friend
r J. Robert Oppenheimer,
there
uld be no mistake about the deep
nse of personal injury from which
e former Professor of French at
rkeley still suffered during his

himself increasingly vulnerable
and
exile in France.
In a recent book
added to the dangers to people who
Dr Chevalier has clearly and fully
had loved, admired and trusted him.
stated his side of the case; in many
ways Oppenheimer: The Story of A
But not even those who have reaFriendship is a more valuable study
son to be the most bitter have sugthan Robert Jungk's Brighter Than
gested that Oppenheimer
acted from
A Thousand Suns. Jungk probed
mean motives, or that there had been
into the political and moral history
a sudden change in his personal loyalof the atoD,ic scientists afterwards
ties and political
sympathies.
He
and from the outside; Chevalier was
had taken on a job which seemed
himself deeply involved in it. After
most unsuited to his temperament
all, it was an informal, almost casual,
and training; the only plaw;ible exstatement by the latter that set in
planation seems to be that he wanted
motion the devious processes which
a sense of achievement, a fulfilment
enmeshed Oppenheimer and some of
which he should have found but had
his friends, leading finally to one of
strangely failed to do in the field of
the most profoundly significant conpure science. The man of contemtroversies ·of our time. The massive
plation was determined to prove himOppenhd.imer
Hearings remain the
self in the field of practical action
most authoritative
aid to an underand this he did astonishingly
well.
standing of the issues involved, but
.This tremendous success in an unfamany individual authors ~ave added
miliar field must have enormously
valuable information
and analysis,
pleased his highly imaginative. and
not to speak of the spate of interadventurous mind.
The feeling was
pretation
and
speculation
which
like a heady wine; he began to enjoy
seems still unabated.
As late as a
his importance and the company and
few months ago, a full-scale .play admiration
of other ~mportant peoabout the Oppenheimer
case ,.was ple. It is this strange association
staged in London.
that temporarily
clouded his judgMuch is still unexplained,
even
ment and partially impaired his sense
thoug-h the main facts are now known
of values. But the corruption, if the
to ~any people. A common friend,
process can be so called, never deadan Englishman,
had suggested to
ened the roots of his sensibility and
Chevalier during the early days of
conscience; the result was inner conthe U.S. atomic bomb project that
flict and outward
confusion.
He
he had heard that "Oppie" was enwas tormented and bafHed; much of
gaged in a secret project which would
his extraordinary
behaviour
which
have a vital bearing on allied war
distressed his friends might only have
efforts against the Germans and that
been a psychological escape from his
he wondered
if it would not be a
own doubts and anxiety.
Dr Chegood idea to share the technical invalier has occasionally compared him
formation
with the Russians who
with Hamlet; apt or not, the compawere fighting the common enemy.
rison is not altogether derogatory.
Chevalier says he discouraged
the,
The
conflict
explains
Oppenidea but later mentioned the converheimer's reluctance to give a clear
sation
to Oppenheimer.
Oppenaccount of the mysterious approaches
heimer, too, thought the suggestion
he mentioned to the security authorihighly improper.
The matter could
ties; he must have thought, foolishly
have ended there, but he told the
but not unnaturally,
that by saying
security authorities that he had been
more he would harm his friends; he
approached by "two or three" people
failed to realize that he caused greater
for secret information to be passed
harm by his evasion and equivocaon to the Russians. Strangely enough,
tion. A similar dilemma mllst have
he refused to give an exact account
troubled his approach to his official
of what had happened.
He went on
assignment.
The success of the atom
hedging, prevaricating
and constantbomb project gave him the sense of
ly cha;aging his testimony and the se- achievement
he seemed desperately
curity machinery kept up its insidious
to want, but even the first test explopressure not only w,pon him but also
sion deeply troubled him. The use
against his fr'end!l and associates.
of the bomb against Japan added to
It seems incredible
that a man of
the load on his conscience and his
Oppenheimer's
intelligence
could
su bsequent opposition to the hydroever have hoped to beat intelligence
gen bomb project-albeit
on techniagents in their own game; by being
cal grounds---might have been an atunclear and inconsistent
he made
tempt at partial expiation.
Inevita-

bly his attitude over the H-bomb project provided
valuable
ammunition
to his political and scientific opponents, notably
Dr Edward
Teller
whose anti-Communist
passion is no
less remarkable
than his scientific
brilliance.
Oppenheimer
was hounded out of positions in the U.S. Government's
crucial scientific establishments.
He had hurt some of his
friends, but hail done very little indeed to please .the authorities
at
whose disposal he had placed his exceptional scientific and organizational
gifts.
. But never did he forfeit the symp<lithy of \Countless people all over
the world who watched the Oppenheimer case with a mixture of fascination
and horror.
To them he
symbolized one of the most important issues of this age: the issue of a
scientist's individual
moral responsibility, not only for the results of his
scientific work but also [or the personal consequences which often flow
from a scientist's close proximity
to
the corridors
of power.
Whether
Oppenheimer
should have refused to
work on the atom bomb project is
a question to which no easy answer
can be given; Kapitza Wa'Sreported to
have done so in Russia but no less
a man (as a man, quite apart from
his scientific genius)
than J oliotCurie did all he could to help a possible atomic bomb project
against
Nazi Germany.
It is the personal
consequences which made the Oppenheimer case so poignant,
and much
of the poignancy
arose [rom the
fact that he himself was deeply and
very sensitively human.
The amazing range o[ his intellect
and the
momentous undertaking
on which a
part of it was temporarily
employed
made the case one of the most dramatic in history.
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The French Elections
N. K.

THEtionalFifthpundits
Republi.
used

CHANDRA

constituto say,
would not survive its ageing creator
and sole trustee.
In 1958 the Union
[or the New Republic
(UNR) , the
party formed by de Gaulle's henchmen, flopped miserably at the polls.
Four years later it became something
with 32% of the votes and a near
majority in the National
Assembly.
No doubt a good part of these votes
were due to de Gaulle and de Gaulle
alone while the party as such was
generally discounted
as a political
force of any consequence.
But in
1967 things look different
and the
elections
in March
may bring off
quite a few surprises.
For one thing, the 1965 Presidential elections marked a turning point.
The Left opposition, despite its divisions and weaknesses, did put up a
single candidate
who attacked
de
Gaulle without questioning
the basic
institutions
of the regime.
The opposition thus virtually accepted the
Presidential
system.
On a more concrete level the UNR
has been trying seriously to implant
itself on the national political scene.
M Georges Pompidou
has remained
at the he.ad of the Government
over
the last five years and continues to
enjoy the President's
full support
and confidence; these two factors have
combined to make him not only the
undisputed
leader of the UNR but
also the likely successor to the Presidential
throne.
One-time
contenders like ex-Premier
Michel Debre
and
ex-Finance
Minister
Giscard
d'Estaing
have been subdued
and
have fallen in line behind the leader.
The Gaullists have realized that the
only way for them to retain power is
through unity.
Even the non-Gaullist Right is making overtures to the
U R; M Lecanuet, their candidate
in the last Presidential elections was
for a while, about to change his'sails:
The Algerian
episode is over; the
Atlantic
Alliance
has ceased to be
the sacred cow that it was. No wonder that the French Right as a 'whole
is beginning to get united under the
banner of the UNR.
The internal policy of the Gaullist
regime has enhanced the power of
the bourgeoisie and considerably en-

riched the upper middle classes represen ted by the managerial
and
technical
cadres,
the professional
classes, etc. The solid progress on
the industrial front has been brought
about, among other things, by the
disappearance
of a very large number 01 small establishments in industry, trade and even in agriculture.
Technological
progress, economies of
scale, the need to face up to international
cartels,
strong
competition
from other Common Market countries-all
these provided and continue
to provide
the
necessary
economic incentives
towards mono·
polization.
Under
the Fourth Re
public, the petite bourgeoisie exerted
a strong pull over the Government
in Paris and managed
to postpone
their own liquidation
as a class.
They are not finished yet, and so Big
Business cannot afford a return to the
uncertainties
of yesteryears.
If one loqks at the Government'
fiscal policy, the bias becomes clear
again.
Compared
to other Western
countries, the ratio o[ indirect to
direct taxes is much higher in France.
According
to certain estimates, the
French worker pays about the same
amount in direct taxes as his coun·
terpart in other Western countries,
but he pays in indirect taxes 20·40fC
more.
Over the years 1959 to 1963
the additional
tax burden
on the
French wage-earners was as high as
105% while for private companies
and their owners these burdens in·
creased by only 20% and 50% res·
pectively.
The 1966 budget gave the
capitalists another gift in the form
of higher
depreciation
allowances.
The petite bourgeoisie are estimated
to be paying in taxes no more than
50% of their dues; for nearly one·
half of their income goes unrecorded
and untaxed.
Foreign Policy
Even
the Government's
forei
policy offers certain advantages to th
capitalists, which they might lose
France decides to move back to t
American [old. De Gaulle's nucle
programme
does provide some ha
cash to a number of otherwise ricke
i?dustries.
His friendship with R
sla offers not a few opportunities
FEBRUARY
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capital exports; in a number of other
countries,
specially
in the T~ird
\Vorld, French capitalists
are welcomed more warmly than, say,. West
German
or
British.
Finally;
de
Gaulle's
anti-Americanism
serves as
an effective ideologi.cal cover f<?r his
basically neo-colonialist
policies in
French-speaking
Africa:
these markets. are thus left entirely to Fre~ch
capital, to the exclusion of all others.
No class-conscious French capitalist
can have any fundamental
differences
with de Gaulle's nolicies.
The only
serious worry for him is how to carry
on gaullism after de Gaulle, how to
turn the UNR into something
like
the Congress in India-the
one party
that is always in power.
This is a
formidable task, indeed, in a country
where the Left, including
the Communists, the Socialists, and the Radicals used to have an almost automatic
majority
in the elections.
At any
rate, the Right i~ in earnest this time.

The FreDcb Left
Against the elan of the Gaullists
the state of the French Left resembles
somewhat that of the Left Opposition
in
India-'disunited
against
de
Gaulle'.
The sole unifying
factor
hitherto has been their common opposition to "personal power" exercised by the President in utter disregard
of the views of the National Assembly. TheSe dictatorial methods,
the
Left has been saying since 1958,
could lead to las( i~t tyranny. Such a
danger was by no means illusory in
the days of the Algerian war.
But
since then the climate has changed
quite considerably.
There are many
people on the Left who openly admit that the present set.up is more
democratic
in some ways than that
under the Fourth Republic. The President may have played all sorts of
tricks with the electoral system that
gave him larger majorities
than he
deserved; he surely phrased his questions for referendums
in a manner
that would give him the maximum
freedom to manOeU\Te and at the
same time divide his opponents.
Yet
it is undeniable
that by and large he
has popular backing and has basicalI)' respected the dews of the elecl..Orate. Similarly, there is no doubt
that the usual democratic rights of the
ordinary and not-so-ordinary
citizens
have been better preserved than under the previous regime.
Police excesses against demonstrators,
arbitrary
actions against publications
and the
12

extra-legal hara~ent
of the CTItlCS pectively out of their totals of 62 and
25. -The CP, in return, won only a
of the governm~t
of the day have
handful of seats in this way. Or, in
now' become less frequent
than unLeft
der the old parliamentary
system. By other words, the non-Communist
is far more dependent
on the CP
the canons of bourgeois democracy
than vice versa. This gives the CP
there is little to reproach de Gaulle
its bargaining
strength.
The stakes
for. There is no wonder then that
are certainly greater this time than
except for a few politicians who were
before.
A clear Gaullist
majority
the main actors in the "sterile game"
would immeasurably
strengthen
the
of making
and unmaking
a neverRight and the Government would reending
series of Cabinets
(all of
ceive the popular mandate
to conwhich had two constants-subservitinue with its pro-Big Business polience to the U.S. and anti-Commun·
cies for the next four years. On the
ism), there is no nostalgia among the
other hand, the Left Opposition
has
French people for a reLUrn to the
a good chance of winning a majority
old times.
if it gives promise of unity based on
Secondly, de Gaulle's stance against
a programme.
De Gaulle had for the
American neo-colonialism,
despite its
first time failed to obtain an absodubious origin .• and opportunist
nalute majority of votes at last year's
ture, 'has no doubt struck a sympatheelection.
Since then Government·
tic chord ~ot only among the gullible
financed public opinion polls have in·
politicians of the Third World but
dicated a further decline in the Prealso among an overwhelming
majosident's overall popularity.
People
rity of the French people. The FreI)ch
are increasingly conscious of the reCP has given its conditional
approgressive social effects of official poval to the President's foreign policy,
licies. Wages tend to lag behind
, specially vis-a-vis the U.S., the USSR
prices,
small
peasants
are being
and China.
A small but not insigthrown out of existence by capitalist
nificant group of Lejft iP.-tellectuals
farmers, the French
social security
went so far as to campaign against
M Mitterand,
the candidate
of the
system is quite a way behind some of
the Western European countries, the
entire Left Opposition, including the
CP, at last year's Presidential
elecuniversities
are getting increasingly
overcrowded,
teachers'
salaries are
tion, because of the latter's pro-Americanism. ;\or Mitterand,
they argued,
lagging further and further behind
those in comparable professions, the
might be a wee-bit more progressive
in his domestic policy than de Gaulle
but since U.S. imperialism
is the
Statement about ownership and other partimain danger
in the world
today
culars about newspaper NO\V as required
Mitterand's
government
would have
under the Registration
of Newspapers
been in effect far more reactionary.
(Central Rules) 1956.
Only in recent weeks the force of this
logic is coming to be appreciated;
Place of publication:
Calcutta
whether or not it will prevail depends
Periodicity of its
essentialy on the French CPo .
publication
Weekly

Arithmetic of Votes
For, the simple arithmetic of votes
shows that most of the Left Deputies
rely on Communist votes. As a result
of the withdrawal
of CP candidates
at the second round· of the last parliamentary elections, the Socialists and
Radicals secured 50 and 20 seats res• Under the present electoral system the candidate who wins 51 % of
\'Otes at the first ballot is elected;
otherwise a second ballot. takes place
within one week. At this stage some
of the candidates might withdraw in
favour of their natural or unnatural
allies and then the candidate
polling the maximum of votes is declared
eJected.
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NOW
housing shortage in most parts of the
country remains acute (perhaps more
so than anywhere in 'Vestern Europe)
while land speculators get away with
fat prizes. The trade unions, tbe
union of young agricultural workers,
the teachers' and students' unions and
many such bodies are now arrayed
olidly against the present regime.
Even the Catholic priests, after the
new wind of change blowing over the
Catholic world, are sometimes siding
with the striking workers and aggrieved peasants and against the Government; devout Catholics may no more
vote automatically for the Establishment.
That the objective conditions for
an anti-Gaullist majority exists is implicitly accepted by those in power.
Previously, de Gaulle never entertained publicly the hypot.hesis of a Left
majority. At a Press conference
he admitted that his party might
become a minority; he thought, however, that no stable majority group
would emerge. There are others in
the UNR who hope that the President would not hesitate to use Article
16 of the Constit tion and retain his
powers even if t National Assembly
goes against him. Without speculating on this issue it is perhaps more
useful to go into the condit.ions for
a stable Left majority. There has
been a good deal of discussion recentlyon this point and one might indicate some of the views expressed.
First of all there are the "moderates". They want a strong united
non-Communist Party which would
be about just as big as the CPo The
two parties could then come into
agreement on various specific issues,
including that of electiOns. These·
moderates, broadly speaking, want to
conduct Wilson-type policies but
cannot dispense with the CP's support. The CP is to become, as it
has been in the past, a mere purveyor
of votes without a hand at decisionmaking. At the other extreme, l\f
Guy Mollet, who has gone through a:
phase of political rethinking un a
grand scale, would like to reunite
the Socialists and the CP into one
single party thus repairing the great
schism that took place in 1920. Frankly speaking, this is rather visionary
in the present context, if not definitely suspect, coming from the mouth
of one who has perhaps the blackest
record among all the Social-Democratic leaders of postwar Europe. Another view put forward by some

"hard-liners" in the CP has also got
the support of some influential and
politically less "extremist" circles outside the ranks of the party. Accord·
ing to these people, all tHe Leftist
parties must come together to devise
a common programme that is likely
to win t.he confj.dence of the people.
M Francois Billetdonx, a leading
Comunist personality, once threaten·
ed that the CP might not withdraw
its candidates at the second ballot un·
less there was such a programme;
although l'Humanite did not publish
this passage the Socialists and Radicals did get frightened by the pros·
pect.
In fact, a limited electoral pact
has already come about-the
CP, the
neo-Marxist PSU and the- "Federation of the Left" composed of the
Socialists and Radicals led by M Mitterand. The so·called Centrists of M
Lecanuet's persuasion woo are basi·
cally more reactionary
than the
Gaullists and are resolutely anti-Communist have stayed out of this pact.
it is interesting to note that many
people inside the Federation have a
soft corner for these Centrists; even
the CP would not mind wit.hdrawing
at the second round in favour of those
Centrists who are wee-bit less reactionary. But no Centrist is likely to
yield to a CP candidate; indeed he
would rather help a Gautlist to keep
a CP-man out.
It is rossible that a limited agreement a this sort between the Oppo·
sition parties can succeed in reducing the UNR into a minority party
after the elections. But many of the
"Leftists" are likely to defect for reasons of personal gain; even if this
does not happen, very few of the non·
Communist Deputies would have the
nerve to continue the fight after a
showdown with the President. It is
then essential that there should be a
stable and coherent majority and not
a mere conglomeration of individual,
groups and parties. The alliance
that hopes to capture a majority must
go to the country with a concrete
alternative that takes into account
people's wishes and aspirations. It is
still doubtful whether the non-Communist parties are wi-Iling to shed
their pro-Americanism or their rol s
hitherto as so many pressure groups
for well-defined but rather narrow
segments of the population.
On the other hand the CP seem
to be in a state of eup oria after thi~
formal re-entry into the rank
of

"respectable"
parties, which might
even take part in the next Government. The XVIII Congress of the
Party held at the beginning of the
year was a jubilant affair, indeed.
There are straws in the wind that
should encourage them further. According t.o some recent opinion polls,
the maj'ority of Frenchmen are no
more "afraid" of the Communists,
while two-thirds of the Leftist voters
either want, or would not mind,
CP's entry into the government. The
era of political isolation is surely
over for the French CPo There is a
yet a lingering doubt: Will the CP
take advantage of this in order to
work for the creation of a genuinely
Leftist government or will it take
its customary opportunist line and
sell the principles for the sake of
illusory power? The answer is not
quite obvious, though many hope for
the former. In any case, a victory
of the Left is by no means a foregone
conclusion so that the question mark
may well continue into the future.
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China And Our Mandarins
MONITOR

Doss du nickt enden komlst
dos macht dich gross-Goethe, Westost/icher
Divan

T HEtionproletarian
in China

cultural
revoluhas been widely
discussed
and
commented
upon
throughout the world. As the normal
channels of communication
between
India and China are practically closed and as the bourgeois Press distorts
out of all proportion
whatever little
news filters through
the "bamboo
curtain" we are in a particularly
bad
p!ight.
In our search for truth ~e,
however, came across some very SIgnificant discussions on the subjectfive articles written by four important Indian Marxists--~howani
Sen
("Cultural
Revolution
in Chma"
m
the Bengali journal Kalantar, Autumn
number, 1966) ,"Chinmohan Sehanobis
("Flowers and Weeds" in the Bengali
journal Parichaya, Autumn number,
1966), "G. Adhikari
("What do they
want to achieve by this Cultural Revolution in China", a series of three
articles published in the CPI's weekly New Age »f October
9, 16, 23,
1966) and"'Mohit
Sen ("Reflections
on Red Guards"
and "The
Red
Guards-a
reply" both published
in
Mainstream,
Vol. V, Nos. 9 and 10).
Of these four Mohit Sen alone is
intro
as a "well known Marxist
n e ectua ".
T e appellation
is
per aps ully justified.
Besides being
the most profound, he alone is the
most consistent of all these Marxists,
showing as he does the indissoluble
link between the part and the whole,
between the past and the present.
For he takes the present cultural revolution as a point of departure
to
interpret the whole Chinese Revolution.
He, of course, is no mere intellectual.
He is not satisfied with
interpreting
China
but wants
to
change her as well, for he ends his
second article with a clarion call to
liberate China-of
course
the
Chinese!
We crave the indulgence of these
eminent Marxists for giving us an
opportunity
to comment
on what
appears to us to be the most important points in their writing.
If we
pay more attention
to Sir Galahad
and try to follow him conscientious-

£ram

Iy in quest of the Holy Grail, the
other three should not grudge. After
all,. Marxism does not mean that
exceptional
individuals
should not
be treated in an exceptional way.
1. REVERSION
TO BARBARISM?
The main charges against the cultural revolution
are against both its
content and its form.' The content
of the cultural revolution,
the critics
allege, is that it repudiates
all past
culture, foreign as well as indigenous,
and substitutes
the thought of Mao
Tse-tung in its place, thereby carrying the cult of personality
to ridiculous proportions.
Moreover, it is
not even cultural;
ir has really been
devised to crush all opposition
to
Mao in the party and the State. As
regards the form, the most reprenensible thing about it is that it is being
carried on outside the working class,
outside the party organisations
and
against them by a gang of hoodlums
called Red Guards.
Before these specific charges are
taken up, we can discuss some important general questions.
First ,of
all, what is the cultural revolution?
The Chinese have defined it as a revolution in the world outlook of the
Chinese people, that is, the rejection
(")1 the
world outlook of the formerly
explOIting classes and the acceptance
of the proletarian,
Marxist-Leninist
world outlook.
~orld
outlook,
in
this conteyt, though primarily signifying ide61ogy, also refers to customs,
habits etc) In a word, it seems that
the present revolution,
taking ideology as its starting point, is out to
engulf the entire superstructure
of
Chinese society. The aim of the cultural revolution,
says the 16-point
resolution of the CC of the CCP, is
"to change the mental outlook
of
the whole society...
to transform
education, literature
and art and all
other parts of the superstructure
that
do not correspond
to the socialist
economic base, so as to facilitate the
consolidation
and development of the
socialist system".
Mohit
Sen, 0.111'
Metamarxist,
pretenas
not to agree
and the way he disproves the Chinese contention
proves how very honest he is. "What", he asks, "is the
content of the cultural re. olution" ?

and answers that it is nothing but a drive against certain CCP leaders.
Proof?
Well, you have the CCP resolution itself: "The main target of
the present movement is those in authority who are taking the capitalist
road .. ," What
he, Out of she.er
honesty, does not mention i th~
these hnes appear 10 the fifth sect4>n
of the resoJutlon where it exclusively
discusses 'whO are the friends and
WhOare the enemies of the revolution" and it is in this context that
the persons taking the capitalist road
become, as enemies, the main target
of the attack.
Does this revolution in world outlooK: SIgnifY the rejection of every\-(hing in ancient
culture,
irrdigenous and foreign?
Some Red Guard
demands seem to answer this question in the affirmative and this has
been the predominant
impression
created outside China. Such demands
come perilously near those advanced
by some proponents of the Proletcult
movement in Russia after the October Revolution
and this has been
enough for the entire cultural revo·
lution in China to be condemned as
.another and far worse version of the
Proletcult movement
(Bhowani Sen,
Chinmohan
Sehanobis).
True, the Red Guard
from all
accounts, have made su t demand~
and have even proceede
to act on
that basis. This is of course a grave
error.
Bull isuch errors need not
frighten
Marxist-Leninists.
In a
revolution
of such gigantic dlmenSlOns where millions for the first time
in uman
Istor,
artICI ate directIy t rou h 0 n Iscussion and de
ate, senous mista
n s ortcomi'ii"- a
on
ex cte.
The
most important thing is to have faith l
in t.he masses and in their own ca a·
city to rectify them through mo~e·
ments and stru les. "It is normal
for
e masses", says the 16-point decision, "to hold different views ... In
the course of normal and full debate
(,he masses will affirm what is ri~ht,
correct what is wrong and gradually
reach unanimity".
There is at least
no indication
that such extreme de·
mands of the Red Guards reflect the
stand of the CCP leadership.
The
CC resolution
says that only those
parts of the superstructure
"that do
not correspond
to the socialist economic base" have to be changed. !\
Peo Ie's Dail
editorial of Tune 1,
1 6, said, 'we cnticize the oWworld,
t:.l1e old ideo ogy and culture, and old
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customs and habits which imperialism
and all exploiting classes use to poison the minds of the working people,
we criticize all non-proletarian
logy, all reactionary
ideology

ideo-

which
is antagonistic to Marxism-Lenimsm,
to Mao Tse-tung's Thought") (our

italics).
So it is not a question of
rejecting in toto whatever is old. This
. is also confirmed by the list of Mao's
writings that the CC resolution gives
as compulsory rea~ing ("must s,rud()
for the Commulllsts.
The list Includes such writings as "On New De ..
v mocra!;.y", "'Talks at the Yenan forum
.:::t.0nLiterature an
t", "On Correct
I' an
0 Contradictions
among
""t
e People", ~c.
What is the main
burden of these writings?
"A splendid old culture", says Mao, "was created during the long period of Chinese
feudal society.
To study the development of this old culture, to reject
the feudal dross and assimilate
its
democratic essence is a necessary condition for developing our new national culture ... but we should never
swallow anything and everything uncritically".
Then again, "we should
take over the rich legacy and the good
traditions in literature
and art that
have been handed down from past
ages in China and foreign countries,
but
aim must still be to serve
the lasses of the people. Nor do Vie
refused to utilize
the literary
and
artistic forms of the past, but in our
hands these old forms, remoulded
and infused with new content,
also
become
something revolutionary
in
the service of the people".
This also
disproves Bhowani
Sen's contention
that modern
"Maoism"
contradicts
the earlier writings of Mao.
It must be pointed out that this is
not the only instance where the party
leadership does not support the extravagant
demands
of the Red
Guards.
These latter have also demanded the dissolution of the eight
minor democratic
parties still functioning in China, the expulsion of all
persons of "bourgeois"
background
from Peking within twelve years, the
celebration of Mao Tse-tung's birthday etc. Until now the party has
paid no heed to them.

I

Thought of Mao Tse-tung
As to the charge that Mao wants
the substitution of old culture by the
thought of Mao Tse-tung, it is just a
calumny.
The Chinese Communists
claim that the thought of Mao Tsetung is, for the Chinese people, the
FEBRUARY
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most powerful weapon in their fight
against the bourgeois world outlook.
It is the proletarian
world outlook
and not the thought of Mao itself that
is to take its place.
But what is the
thought of Mao?
It is MarxismLeninism applied to the conditions
of China, in the same way as Leninism was Marxism applied to the conditions of Russia.
Then,
as now,
this 'deviation' from the pre-established 'model'
scandalis~d
the "wellknown Marxist intellectuals".
Just
as Leninism was significant not for
Russia alone but for the world as
a whole, so also Mao Tse-tung's
thought
has importance
not for
China alone but other countries as
well, specially for those of Asia, Africa
and Latin America.
It is because of
the tremendous
success of Mao's application
of Marxist-Leninist
ideology to the Chinese Revolution
that
the Chinese Communists
have been
emphasising the power of his thought
in a way that, it is true, practically
amounts to personality
cult.
While
holding as we do that historical materialism does not deny the role of exceptional individuals
in history, it is
arguable whe,ther the Chinese Communists should have carried the importance of Mao Tse-tung's thought
to such lengths
as likening
it to
"ceaseless movement of the sun and
moon in the sky and the endless flow
of the rivers and streams on earth" ..
But one or two points should be added here. First, what is being emphasised is Mao's thought that has won
victories before and after the seizure
of power, and, not Mao as a person.
Secondly, it must be pointed out that
the CCP is perhaps the first Communist Party to have curbed some of
the ugliest features of the cult of personality.
Thus, on the personal initiative of Mao himself the CCP has
forbidden the celebration of the birth
days of party leaders, and the naming
of places, streets and enterprises after
party' leaders.
Success in the cultural revolution
is possible, in the first place, only
after the economic base of society has
undergone
a revolutionary
transformation, that is, only after the fundamental
transformation
in society's
property-relations
has, in the main,
been completed.
Thus 17 years after
the seizure of State power by the
Chinese proletariat
and the consequent transformation
in Chinese property relations, the Chinese
people
under the leadership
of the CCP

~

~v'
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have launched the present cultu'ral
revolution as a new stage in their socialist revolution.
The Chinese peapIe, in the second place, could begin
the cultural revolution
only on the
basis of a new, high level reached by
industrial
and agricultural
production as well as science and technology
in China.
As Chou En-lill recently
pointed out, "the whole nat.ional economy has entered the period of a
new leap forward". Incidentally,
that
answers
adequately
Mohit
Sen's
charge that the Chinese have "separated the production
of material values from that of spiritual
values."
The cultural revolu tion is not some·
thing abrupt, something disconnected
with the past, but a continuation,
on
a higher' 'Plane, of the class struggle
in the ideological field that has been
going on in China for a long time.

Why This Revolution?
Why this cultural revolution?
The
necessity of a cultural revolut.ion in
socialism follows from the basic Marxist-Leninist tenet that class contradictions and class struggle persist even
in a socialist society after the seizure
of power by the proletariat.
Defeated
in the open battle,
the former exploiting classes have resort to covert,
subtle methods to subvert
the new
regime.
In most cases initially
the
bourgeoisie enjoy an enormous advantage' over the proletariat and its allies,
specially in a hitherto backward country. For many generations the bourgeoisie have enjoyed education
and
wealt.h besides having powerful international
connections
whereas
the
workers and their allies have remained underdeveloped,
ignorant, intimidated and disunited.
In these circumstances one cannot rule out the
possibility that, unless the working
class and its vanguard,
the Communist Party, are vigilant and ruthless
against the enemies the old order may
in fact be restored.
For, during the
"entire historical epoch between capitalism ami communism",
"the exploiters will inevitably
cherish
the
hope of restoration,
and t.his hope
will be converted into attempts at
restoration".
(Lenin-Proletarian
Revolution
and Renegade
KautskySelected Works,
II, P378. Lenin's
italics.)
This is clearly demonstrated by the history of proletarian revolution.
Counter-revolution
succeed.
ed in restoring the old order by destroying the Paris Commune of 1871
and the first Hungarian
Revolution

NOW
After Lenin the phenomenon
of
of 1919. It failed, after desperate attatorship
of the proletariat.
fT1!e
contradiction in a socialist society was
tempts, in Russia after October 1917 events in Hun ar also confirmedthe
little stressed in the literature
of
and in Hungary in 1956. Mohit Sen's
Istonca trut
tha
secUon 0 the
Marxism-Leninism,
though it" must
absolute statement
that "ca ltalist
roletariat itself ma be confused and
be admitted that the idea underlay,
restoration in the Soviet
1110
corrupted by the bourgeolSle an join
.,JP some extent, Stalin's Economic
C lila IS now out of the
uestion"
the ranks of the counter-revolution.,
Problems in the USSR (1952) .3Quite
our Ita ICS t us constitutes a direct
Though the basic ideas underlYlllg
frequently it was assumed tbai: all
denial of the historical experience of
this analysis were to some extent adcontradictions
in human life would
proletanan revolutiOns.
mitted by the followers of Marx and
automatically disappear in a socialist
The class struggle after the seizure
Engels, none before Lenin seems to
society) As_Oskar Lange aptly l?ut it,
of State power by the proletariat is have emphasised them. trhis is hardsuch a view "expresses a chnstiannot simply political and economic, it
ly surprising in view of tlle -fact that
eschatological
and not a Marxist·
is also, and continues to be, ideologithe international
working-class movescientific attitude".
(Political Econocal. \since Marxist-Leninists
are not
ment after Eng!ls was dominated by
my of Socialism in Problems of Polimechanical but dialectical materialthe right-wing opportunists
in the
tical Economy of Socialism, P.P.H.
ists they believe in the operation of same way as the working-class moBombay, 1965.) One consequence of
interaction between the base and the
vement wday is dominated by their
this view -was the belief in the histosuperstructUl:e and therefore attacfi
historical EEig'oni) Even in the case
rical inevitability of a uni-directional
tremendous importance to the influof Lenin, ideas could not be fully
change-capitalism
inevitably
leads
ence that ideOlogy (revolutionary o~ ~ thrashed out. To the immense loss of
to socialism and socialism inevitably
counter-revolutionary)
exerts on the~h the international
proletariat, he died
evolves towards communism.
social system) Hence the need of in- ~ven
before things could settle down
tense ideological bat.tle against the
in Russia herself;
while living he
class enemies.
In a sense the work.· had, before his eyes, only two examMao's Contribution
Mao Tse-tung's outstanding contriing class finds the ideological battle
pIes of working-class rule outside
bution w Marxism-Leninism lies premore difficult to conduct than the
Russia, both of which were extremecisely in his emphasis on the operapolitical or economic battle because,
ly short-lived and in a certain sense
tion of contradictions
in a socialist
in the first place, the exploiting classes
truncated-the
Paris Commune and
have so long enjoyed almost alone the
the Hungarian Soviet Republic. The -socit!ty. It is almost thirty years
since Mao, basing himself on Lenin's
privilege of education and opinion
great merit of Lenin lies in the fact
statement on the relation between anand, secondly, because the working
that even on the basis of this meagre
tagonism and contradiction
(as givclass cannot simply confiscate their
experience he could correctly, albeit
en in his comments on Bukhann's
ideas. \tIistory has shown that every
net always expressly, stress the basic
Economics Of the Transition Per' y
seizure of State power by a class is ideas of contradiction
in a socialist
preceded by an intense class battle to
society, thereby carrying forward the
developed in a masterly way t
~ow
famous distinction
b~tween anta 0conquer the people's mind. This was original ideas of Marx and Engels.
lllSUCan non-antagonistic contra ICas true of the bourgeois democratic
In the particular case of Russia Lenin
tiOn. l<urther ennched by expenrevolution of 1789 as it was of the
already sensed the danger. In his reeiiCes such as revolution and socialist
proletarian revolution of 1917) If i.t port to the Eleventh Congress of the
construction in China, the triumph of
is valid for a revolution it is equally
Russian Communist Party he pointrevisionism in Yugoslavia and the
valid for a counter-revolution.
The
ed out that when one nation conattempt
at counter-revolution
in
lessons of Fascism are still fresh in quers another tif the conquering naHungary, Mao returned to the sub·
our mind. \Unfortunately,
even an
tion is more culture<t than the vanject about twenty years later and furestablished socialist State is not com- quished nation the former imposes
ther elaborated his ideas illustrating
pletely immune
from this danger}
its culture upon the latter; but if the
them by a wealth of materials. SpeakThis is the lesson of Hungary
of opposite is the case the vanquished
1956. It showed th~t, being routed
nation imposes its culture upon -the
ing of China he concluded that\"the
class struggle between the proletariat
in the open battle, the bourgeoisie
conquered')
Then he asked whether
will try to utilise the ideological weathe "4700 Communists" of Moscow -and the bourgeoisie, the class struggle between various political forces,
pon w create public opinion against
"have become influenced by an alien
and the class struggle in the ideologi.
proletarian dictatorship as a first step
culture".
Added to this was, however,
to capitalist restoration.
Of course
another danger for the Russian workcal field between the r.roletariat and
the bourgeoisie will sull be long and
in this it is helped greatly by the
ing class which he mentioned later
devious and at times may even be·
mistakes of the ruling working class in the same year (1922) at the Fourth
come very acute.
The proletariat
party in the implementation
of dic- Congress of the Communist Interna~eeks to transform the world accord·
tional.
There he admitted in effect
ing to its own world outlook, so does
that the Russian proletariat had, after
the bourgeoisie.
In this respect, the
the seizure of power, "taken over the
Now is available from
question whether socialism or capitalold machinery of state" (i.e. without
ism will win is still not really settled".
smashing it) and that entailed
the
Benoy Kumar Mallick
(On The Correct Handlin
of
dangerof administrative and political
C/o Mallick Library
sabotage by the "hundreds of thoutradictions Among The People, Sec·
sands of old officials who came Over S. Uur Italics.»)
Barabazar,
from the Tsar arid from bourgeois
It follows that while continuing to
Midnapore.
society".
advance along the political, economic

1
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and military fronts the proletariat
must ceaselessly struggle against the
bourgeoisie on the cultural front to
forestall any reversion to the ancient
regime. "-fight against the bourgeoisie in this context includes also the
fight against that section of the workin~lass
that becomes confused and
corrupted by the bourgeois culture
and thus turns into an objective instrument of. counter-revolution)
This
is particularly true of revisionism, the
gojan horse of the bourgeoiSie in the
working-class movement.
Chou Enlai, in the Tirana speech already referred to, has very clearly explained
that the bourgeois coun ter-offensive
against the socialist revolution
may
take different forms. First, the persons belonging to the formerly exploiting classes continue to live and
they are not generally reconciled to
their doom. Secondly, the small producers in the urban and rural areas,
though organised collectively, retain
their capitalist mentality for a long
time and engender new bourgeois
elements. Thirdly, even persons belonging to the working-class party,
government organs and cultural and
educational institutions are subject to

ltripreeralist
.ars
in's
an~iv? ,
ns
,d)
ow

the influence of the bourgeois and
landlord ideas and habits of the old
society and may degenerate. Fourthly,
imperialism,
international
revisionism 4nd reactionaries of all countries
constantly try. to infiltrate and subvert the system. All this creates the
danger of capitalist restoration.lPerhaps the greater danger comes from
the possibility of the degeneration of
the ruling working-class party itself)
This is the negative side of the development of world socialism since
1917 and has been strikingly manifested by the triumph of reVIsionism
in Yugoslavia
and the alarming
growth O'fOureaucracy and vested interests in the ruling parties of Eastem Europe and the Soviet Union, almost confirming the dark misgivings
of Lenin about the Communists being subjugated by an alien culture.
Mao and his associates have drawn
appropnate
lessons from these eXQenences and III recent years have takenaseries
of measures to forestall
the danger.
For them a simple profession of faith in revolution-however sincere-is
not a test of one's
Marxist-Leninist
purity. \'One mus~
prove it in the practice of one's daily

life.) -They consider a Communist
to tie of a special mould; mOre than
anybody else he must shoulder the
heaviest burden, mu,st be prepared
for the biggest sacrifice. He must be
austere and must not uti lse
is osItIOn to make his life eaSIer or gain
speCIal privileGes for himself. OtherWIse he revea s his revisionist character. K. S. Karol has Justly observed
that it is no accident that the first
leadens. affected by the purge were
those of the Peking Party Committee;
they invariably had a high standard
of living, met foreigners, visited with
them the luxurious
International
Club, good restaurants and 'de luxe'
shops.
(New Statesman) September
9 1966.)
lAlI this constitutes
the rationale
of the cultural revQlution.J

(To be continued)
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lPE-Aiyars
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The Pre$s

Pre-Poll

Musings

COMMENTATOR

IT

is natural that in the week of
polling newspapers should be interested in hardly anything else. At
the time of writing the country is
still in the midst of the poll, and it
will be a few more days before the
first results start coming ih. Just at
this moment jobs of coiumnists and
leader-writers
are rather tricky; speculations are time-barred,
for they
may be falsified before
they are
forgotten
by readers.
The
time
is past when a firm prediction
of
Congress victory carried
no risks.
What wi\). happen to the ruling party
in four or five States is anybody's
guess, though no one seriously doubts
that at the Centre the Congress will
be comfortably installed in office for
another five years. Editorial opinion
is, therefore, non-committal,
and commentators
have confined themselves
mainly to what distinguishes
IndIa's
_ fourth general election from the previous three.
Frank Moraes has noted four distinctive features of the current election in The Indian Express.
It is
the first to be held without Nehru,
and also the first where the Congress
party does not go to the country on
a specific issue. This time the Congres has taken the posture that the
country's unity, st.ability and progress
require the return of the Congress
to power at the Centre and in the
States. At the best, this is a defensive
posture.
The third peculiar feature
of this election is the number
of
princes,
industrialists,
and retired
soldiers who have projected
themselves as candidates backed by various
parties.
The fourth feature of this
election is the age group. composition
of voters.
Some 160 million of the
total electorate of 250 million are between the ages of 21 and 40 which
would roughly work out to the average voter being around 35. Of the
160 million,
some 10 million were
born towards the end of the last war
which means t11at the vast majority
of them have neither known nor seen.
Gandhiji and that they have known
Neh~u onty in t~eir teens., In other
words, a considerable porti_on of the
160 million are not strongly Con-
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gress-oriented.
That
the ~OI:gress
will be returned with a majorIty at
the Centre (perhaps 300 plus) is the
general
opinion.
But the party's
overall fate hangs on the thin-spun
threa~ which links the Cent! e with
the States. If coalition Governments,
opposed to the Congress, merge in two
or three States, the position of the
Congress Government
at the Centre
would be rendered. difficul t· and delicate. Yet in the long run this will
not be detrimental
but beneficial to
the country, for the time has cqme
to determine and constitutionally
define the relations of the States to the
Centre-even
if it m~ans a major revision .of the Constitution.
Moraes
thinks that the recent developments
have demonstrated
one thing-that
there is only one national figure in
this country,
and that she is Mrs
Gandhi.
Neither Mr Kamaraj,
nor
Mr Morarji Desai, nor Mr S. K. Pati!,
nor Mr Atulya Ghosh, nor Mr Jagjivan Ram can aspire to that title. She
is the only man among the old women of the Congress.
The young voter figures in the edi·
torial of The Times of India also,
which says that none of the political
forecasts has been able to take the
measure of SOme of the new elements
that have c0!lle into the election picture. Well over half the number of
voters this time is under 35. To
many of these young men and women the struggle for independence
and the glamour it has given to the
Congress which spearheaded it is only
a distant memory.
The Congress has
done little to win their allegiance;
nor has any opposition party beyond
mobilising
their support or exploiting their grievances on specific issues.
They form a largely incalculable element in the voting pattern.
Then
there are about a thousand Congress
dissidents who have entered the contest either
as independents
or as
members of various hastily improvis:
ed splinter groups. To the extent that
the Congress has derived its strength
from the individual
standing of its
members in particular
constituencies,
the defection of so many ~rom its
ranks is bound to distort any overall

-'sessment
of its prospects.
But the
real challenge to the Congress comes
from the fact tl:1at there are parties'
in the Opposition which are able for
the first time to present a creditable
democratic alternative
to it. Presenting the other side of the case the paper says that nevertheless it will be a
serious mistake to underestimate
the
strength
and resilience of the Congress organisation. No party can rival
it in the efficiency of election machinery.
In a hundred different ways
it has maintained
contact with the
electorate
at the grass roots.
And
though this can perhaps be as much
a handicap in some areas as an advant,age in others the total effect may
well upset calculations that the party
will suffer a major setback.
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A reference to the sulky voter has
been made by Patriot, which says that
the percentage of tp.ose who vote did
not significantly change in the first
fifteen years of parliamentary
democracy and if it continues to be in the
neighbourhood
of fifty per cent or
so, the conclusion will be inevitable
that a considerable
section of the
people have not yet realised that they
are the masters of the State in India
and they can change its character and
personnel at their will. This is a r flection as much on the Opposi .
parties as on the Congress be uLlse
none of them obviously consider it
necessary to explain the revolution·
ary significance of the adult suffrage
in conditions
like ours
to the
people as a whole and enthuse them.
Had the parties been a little more
concerned with this aspect of democracy and a little less with the problems of immediate power, perhaps a
great proportion
of our electorate
would today have been taking part
meaningfully.
in parliamentary
government.
Contending
that votes are
cast according to instructions given
by a caste elder or local political boss
the paper says that it is this weakness
in our democracy which leads to increasing violence during elections, to
indifference in the parties to ideology,
recurring anxiety about the imperma·
nence of the present order and talk of
right-reactionary
authoritarianism,
The failure of the Congr,ss does not
mean that the parties of the Left on
whom the future of democracy de·
penas should feel confused and per·
mit reaction to exploit the situation.
It is their duty to confirm the voter's
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faith in democracy by convincing him
that elections and institutions
that
take birth from them can progressively be used for the enlargement of individual liberty and the obviation ot
feudal and capitalist privileges.
Dwelling upon yet another point
Hindusthan Standard says one of the
characteristics of the general election
in India is that in no other democratic election there is such a preponderance of illiterates
among those enfranchised.
The misgivings
of the
pundits who had _frowned upon the
novel electoral device of using
the
"language of pictures" has proved to
be baseless.
Massive illiteracy
has
not turned out a serious impediment
to the holding of elections in Indi~.
One
disturbing
development
tlus
year, the paper notes, is ~he intru~ion
of violence into the arena of votmg.
It has to be stressed though that the
undercurrent
of violence is not so
strong as hqs been made out:
No
major political party w?atever Its political aspirations and Ideals may be
has been guilty of organised violence
in the pre-poll
period:
More,. the
efforts to wreck electIon meet1l1gs
have been generally unsuccessful. The
sphere in the country is by no
means exceedingly tense nor iii there
any valid reason to hold that gangsterism will sabotage India's democratic experiment. The average Indian's
faith in democracy
has not been
wholly eroded yet.
There is lit~le
likelihood of India's man on a whIte
horse emerging out of the imagination
of the political 1eremiahs in the near
future.
Encouraged by the observations of
the U.S. Ambassador,
Mr Chester
Bowles, whom it quotes approvingly,
Amrita Bazar Patrika says the trend
in many areas in fa~our of t.he argument of the fist should not be equated with a threat to democracy.
It
is merely a symptom indicating
that
democracy has not yet reached. ~ul1
maturity in this country.
DeCISIOn
on leadership
is normally the ~ost
immediate purpose of every electIOn,
but it involves much more than a
mere choice of persons.
The real
purpose of an election campaign is to
clanfy the basic issues troubling the
people [or the guidance o~ the voters.
The paper deplores that ISSues relating to foreign policy and defence are
seldom raised even by Lok Sabha candidates.
Angry references
to the
Chinese aggression
are not enough,
nor does it suffice to tell the voters
FEBRUARY
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that the Chinese were not guilty of
aggression.
The emphasis on a party's role in the past, though not altogether irrelevant, tends to obscure its
programme
and its protentiality
for
the future. Caste and community continue to play an effective part in
moulding
the voters' choice; parochial patriotism
is by no means a
dying creed.
Lack of concentration
on the basic issues is largely responsible for a confused intermingling
of
passions and prejudices which generates heat and provokes violence.
In The Hindustan Times Krishan
. Bhatia writes that by normal <;riteria,
public
excitement
over
elections
should have been more, not less, this
time.
But in Delhi, Calcutta
and
Madras the tempo of electioneering
was distinctly on a low key. In Bombay, the elections have been livelier
only because of Mr Krishna Menon.
The election fever has been in evidence more in the pages of newspapers than in the streets.
Posters
have been far fewer and usually diffident and routine.
Meetings, barring
those which witnessed some form of
hooliganism
or violence, were unexciting and small. A possible explanation for this public apathy is that
many among
the electorate
expect ~
the current elections to decide noth-.
ing. The Congress party may sufferL
some losses but it will still be theret"
to run the administration
at the"
Centre
and nearly all the States.
Where it fails to get a clear majo.
rity, it will probably come to powel
by exploiting
the purchasibility
ot
some of the Opposition
legislators.
The bruises that it may acquire at the
polls may spoil its looks hut are unlikely to improve its efficiency. After
the elections Congressmen
will resume their factional fights with customary vigour.
If the lana Congressmen de;> not return to the party to
resume the fight from where they had
left it, new dissident
leaders will
emerge. The Centre will continue .0
be weak and vacillating enabling the
well-trenched bureaucracy to lead the
political leadership by the nose. Few
in the country feel convinced that the
Centre which failed conspicuously to
tackle the various problems will suddenly acquire new strength and wisdom for the task after the elections.
The Opposition promises little better.
The various groups may succeed in
barring the Congress party's return to
power in some States, but they will
not be able to :unite among them-

selves to form Governments there or,
if. they somehow do, the new regimes
wIll present nothing but a political
cacophony.
There is a sizable array
of Opposition
parties in this country
but they all suffer from serious inadequacies. The Swatantra party has clear
ideas about the country's problems
but little mass appeal.
The lana
Sangh has a measure of mass appeal
but no idea of what needs to be done
The SSP offers militancy for the sak~
of militancy.
The PSP is a pathetic
collection of good men who do not
know which way to turn.
The two
factions of the Communist Party are
engrossed in a4idiminutive
cultural
revolution"
of their own. There is
thus no single complete party in the
Opposition
to which those }Vho are
disenc~anted
with the_ Gongress may
turn WIth any degree of enthusiasm.
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A Child, Artist,:
By

AN

ART

CRITIC

A NAMITRA
ings were

Chakravarty's
paintreviewed
in these
columns last year. The latest work
of this nine-year-old
artist was exhibited recently at the Academy of Fine
Arts.
The chorus
of favourable
comments evoked by his last exhibition
has not gone to Anamitra's head. He
shun"- critics as well as paintings by
great artists.
He himself was not
even present at the exhibition to hear
the visitors' expressions
of surprise
and praise.
This has hel ped him to
pursue his passion unaffected by criticisms in an insular world of his
own.
The paintin?;s refle.cted the world.
For instance, Anamitra's
conception
of Christ as a burning red face sur-
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I am glad 1 could get you one. You were so insistent.
When I was your age, you know, there was not a single cyete in my village. Occasionally I
would hop on to Raman's cart while going to school. It was such a pleasure!
Those days journey always meant travelling by f,\ot or bullock-cart, and never farther than
20 or 30 miles. I had not seen a railway train until I was 18; even then only because my
uncle married out of the village. Thank him for that!
Now Raman's son comes from BQmbay by air-conditioned train •.. think of a cooler for
11,1 class passengers!
By the way, I hear our railway engines are made here now; and some
are sold to other countries too 1
And what is this air travel for letters?
Delhi can be reached in a day, they say. When
you were born my letter conveying the good news reached my sister after three days.
And you know she lives less thgn 200 miles away I
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rounded by a halo of black shaggy
hair, was an unsual one. It bore no
trace whatsoever
of the style and
manner followed by artists in paint-.
ing Christ.
There were some beautiful
paintings of swans.
Anamitra's
brush
moved in swirls in these canvases and
paused to stamp a red spot for a
beak. The economy and restraint of
style were remarkable.
His expressionistic
style was at its
best in 'The Angry Fish' which show
ed a knot of wild curves with patches
of blood red.
The fish, according
to the child artist, scatched itself in
anger while its eyes were red with
r.age. Anamitra's
childish imaginatIOn here found without hesitation,
a direct outlet.
Another picture in
a similar vein was 'The butchered
cock', which emphasized the cruelly
wrenched neck of the cock.
There were also quite a number v~
landscapes, the best being those depicting the sea in its various moods
and paddy fields. In contrast to the
highly expressionistic
exaggeration of
nature in these paintings, there was
at least one canvas on view which,
isingly enough, showed a penc ant for non-figurative
abstraction.
Entitled 'Colliery', the picture shows
a red background with a number of
hlack squart's only.
It wonderfully
evoked the atmosphere.
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Suhrid GoshthiA Visiting Troupe
By A

DRAMA

AN

CRITIC

interest,ing event in the theatre
world of Calcutta was the presence on February 12 at the Mukta
Angan of Suhrid Goshthi) which came
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all the way from Chittaranjan.
It
staged three one-acters-Bandhanhin
Granthi) Rhythm and Sonar Chabi.
The event was interesting
not just
because it WiJ.S a visiting troupe but
because of the sincerity,
zeal and,
above all, the artistic quality which
informed
the productions
on that
morning.
The first one-Bandhanhin
Granthi-is an essay in symbolic form,
trying to embody various major problems of our times. The playwright
is pre-occupied with Heredity, Determinism, Free Will, Evil, Good, Religion, Atheism, Human Relationship
and many other existential and metaphysical
problems
that
human
flesh is heir to. Unfortunately
the
ideas are too many to be assimilated
into the short form of a one-acter. The
language
too is uncertain;
without
the felicity of symbolic expression,
the author makes persistent demands
for a symbolic thought-process
on the
part of the audience;
superabundant
use of similes, metaphors
and symbols renders
communication
nearly impossible.
But the dramatist, in
spite of these formal lapses, is quite
confident in structural matters.
The second play, Rhythm, rendered into Bengali by Amiya Mitra from
Nora Ratcliff's We Got Rhythm) has
a social theme.
In it we find some
theatre-lovers
rehearsing a play concerned with monotonous
rhythm in
the life of three young men.
At a
certain paint, the triumvirate
refuses
to participate
in the. rehearsal
any
longer because the theme, to them,
appears too trivial.
But suddenly,
looking through
the director's eyes,
they realize that this trivial comedy
is actually
a terrible
scream-the
scream of every modern man, victim
of the monotonous rhythm of presentday existence.
The adaptation
is
highly. stylized but valid. The director has made a fine debut by synchronizing all the productional
elements.
In the third play, Sonar Chabi)
there is a return to the plane of abstraction from social problems.
This
playlet is a ymbolic study of man's
eternal quest for the meaning of his
existence and his salvation in love.
Even if a little pretentious,
the play
has something definite to communicate in a definite manner.
But for
somewhat tame acting, the production
can fairly stand comparison
with
Nakshatra's
production
of the same
play.
If Suhrid Goshthi is a little ambi:

tious about the choice of plays, lt IS
certainly competent in technical matters. Nearly all the actors are trained; the sets in each play display a distinct taste and a definite
restraint
without
which art cannot flourish;
the use of music and light is always
thoughtful;
and the prompter's voice
is seldom heard.
The present critic feels compelled
to repeat that Suhrid Goshthi has sincerity, discipline
and artistic sense
and that it can stand comparison with
a good many troupes 'of Calcutta.

Dramatics At The
University
By A

DRAMA

CRITIC

WHEN

intellectuals
describe Calcutta University as an institution for producing ill-fed clerks and
half-starved poets, they perhaps mean
more than what they say without
knowing it themselves.
The apparently privileged boys and girls reading in the University for the highest
academic atttainments,
are, after all,
not very happy. They have no equipped common room, no badminton
court or tennis lawn, no football
ground, not even a palm-grove where
they can sit and coo. And, C'\ course,
they
don't
have
any
miniature
theatre-hall.
Funniest of all, co-acting, even in the year 196'/, is forbidden by a nearly
hundred-year-old
statute.
Students now know 'llat they would
have to mind their own business.
And so, under the auspices of the
Students' Union, in early February,
they organised an ambitious four-daylong drama festival.
To lure the indifferent
and the apathetic,
three
troupes of Calcutta-Bohurupee,
Calcutta Theatre
and Nandikar-were
invited; Raktakambi) Devigarjan and
Sher Afgan were performed.
But much more creditable was the
students' own performance.
On the
opening day, they staged Sree Harisahaya) a one-acter rendered
into
Bengali by Rudraprosad
Sengupta
from A. A. Milne's Mr Pim Passes
By. The set and decor were rather
miserly,
the
stage-props
ill-chosen,
and the. lighting
inadequate.
But
t.he actmg
company,
with
evident
signs
of
rigorous
training, displayed unusual buoyancy
in
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their performance
and compensated
for all the technical
lapses. Arun
Banerjee was a real gem of an actor
ill tht: !Uk of a convention-ridden
husband married
to a modern woman; he performed with such command that it wa~ always a pleasure
to watch him. He would be an asset
to an
rofessional
trou~.
Ratna
attac arJee played the heroine to
U}he poriit of perfection.
Mihir Chow~dhury, playing the Bengali counterpart of Mr Pim, proved a victim qJ
he clap-trap,-trying
to draw extra
. cheers.
1hanks to the rebels, they
~t
force us to watch clean-shaven male boobies
enacting
female
roles; instead we had flesh and blood
girls (and good-looking at that) . ne
team-work was excellent; the production, on the whole, was enjoyable.
On the final day, before the performance of Nandikar's
Sher Atgan,
a spokesman of the Students' Union
announced
the plan {or forming an
autonomous
drama organisation
(to
be named Calcutta University Drama
Association) .
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Letters

Food For Thought
It is often said by the Government
that India has been passing through
a period of food crisis, owing to population increase' and the low level
of food production.
The crisis is so
acute that huge imports are necessary
to save the nation
{rom starvation
and death.
So our Prime Minister
does not find anything wrong in accepting U.S. terms--stopping
trade
relations with Cuba and Vietnam{or getting food from the USA.
I t is true that even after 19 years
of independence,
we have failed to
increase
the level of ptoduction.
Plans have been launched, crores of
ru pees spent, still, from 1952-54 to
1961-63 agricultural
production
has
grown at the rate of 2.5 % a year.
This low rate of increase can be compared with that in Thailanrl
5.2,
Taiwan 4.1, Malaysia 4.0, Iran 3.8,
South Korea 3.5, Ceylon 3.0.
But what is curious
is that, in
spite of the existing defects responsible for the low level of production,
India can still feed the entire population provided food is evenly distributed.
Dr B. M. Bhatia in an article in The Statesman
on 31-1-67
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wrote, "By the end of the Third
awards.
It is men of other calibre
Plan our potential
annual producwho are solicitous
of praise and
tion of food grains had, according to
honour.
You are right when you
the Planning Commission, reached 90
say, "It may be better for all conmillion tons .... Allowing 10 per cent
cerned to stop the nonsense", but you
for seeds and another 10 per cent for
can rest assured that this nonsense
wastage. in fields, transport
and stowill never be stopped, unless, of
rage we are left with a net annual
course, the USA throws out a hint
availability
of 72 million
tonnes.
that this should be done.
This gives an average 14 ounces per
L. K. BANERJI
day for a total estimatel:l populatIOn
Varanasi
of 500 million.
If we convert the
total population
into . ~lt
consumpChina
tion units, we get an average availI find no point in Amiya Sen
ability of 20 ounces per adult unit
Gupta's defence of the cultural revoper day from the country's own prolution in China.
A cultural revoduction."
lution can only be started by a culMaldistribution·
of
foodgrains
tured people.
And the people of the
in different
parts of the cquntry
under-developed
world are miserably
is the main reason for food imports.
under-developed
in this regard. And
The Government
has never made
any sincere attempt to solve this di- . how could they be civilised unless
culture, like industrial
machinery, is
fficulty. Instead, it allows it. As a
imported from the USA and Russia,
result, in spite of sufficient food in
the two standard-bearers
of modern
our own country we imported 73 lakh
culture?
While America is an auand 66 thousand tons of food from
thority on democracy and democraforeign
countries,
particularly
the
tic culture, Russia is an authority on
USA, in 1966 and in 1967 though we
socialism and socialist culture.
Any
may produce 80 to 85 million tons,
under-developed
country
must be
our import
will increase
also by
guided by either Russia or America.
1 crore and 42 lakh tons.
If anyone shows the audacity of
SUJlT KUMAR BANERJEE
swinging to a different line, he must
ARUNA BANERJEE
be punished.
North Vietnam showed
SACHINDRA PROSAD CHAKRABARTY
the audacity of settling matters indeCalcutta
pendently;
hence she is being righ ly punished
by the task-maste
Awards
modern democracy.
The Indonesians
Apropos of your editorial
"Wayshowed the audacity of defying both
ward Awards"
(February 3), it 'is
America and Russia: hence they have
true that the system creates a "durbar
been rightly bled white by a C.I.A.mentality".
That it tends to demosponsored
coup and Russian arms.
ralize people is obvious from the fact
And now Mao Tse-tung, a simpleton
that many advanced
countries
do
of the un~er-developed
world, dares
not countenance
such a practice.
It
to establish a new type of socialism
is also against the very spirit of the
other than the prescribed
Russian
Constitution,
but those who want to
type.
Hence he too must be taken
pa tronize never care to -read the
to task. He must be accused of violating the principles
of Marxism.
Constitution
and
understand
its
spirit.
For how can he understand
and exThe Government
is not prepared
plain Marxism better than the Rusto tolerate the English language besians do? Did not the socialist revolution first occur in their country?
cause it reminds us that we were once
a slave-nation.
But is it not slave
N IRMAL K. BASU
mentality to imitate the British cusChinsurah, Hooghly
tom of distribution
of titles? Imita·
tion is not the sincerest form of flatSubscribers should inform us
tery, it is also a kind of steal1ng. It
at
least two weeks in advance of
is stealing at a higher level-stealing
of other people's ideas. Such kind o{ any change
of address. The
stealing takes place only when the
address label from the latest issue
persons concerned are inwardly empty,
should
be sent with the new
like empty drums.
address.
A genuine artist, scientist or schoBusiness Manager
lar does not hanker after titles or
FEBRUARY
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The Oudh Sugar Mills Ltd.
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